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OVERALL OBSERVATIONS

The activation of the mandatory Level 5 lockdown on the 27th of March 2020 saw an immediate and significant level of compliance 
across all provinces in South Africa. Up to 90% of traffic volumes were observed to have reduced over this time 

Retail areas across the country mostly near residential areas saw activity. While the CBDs dropped significantly.

Shopping visits appeared to cluster around locations closer to home/residential areas.

Shopping times have variations across the country. Most shopping were concentrated to the mid-day periods in L4 and L3 which are
indicative of citizens pay attention to the Lockdown curfew periods, and this behavior continuing into L3.

Busyness at stores seems to be related to the number of stores, especially the number of smaller format stores.

June is showing slowdown in busyness or slower increase in number of trips to retail stores. This is possibly a sign of people 
returning to normal buying but could also be a sign of caution and restraint due to personal economic concerns.

Its possible that July (possible L2) may show further slowdown in busyness, however with the increase in the COVID numbers and a
growing concern amongst citizens, there may be a return to some panic buying and self imposed lockdown

The analytic used to model activity was to apply a spatial cluster algorithm across all the probes using the locations of ignition on and off events. 
These clusters were further grouped into time bins and clusters >5. The effect of this was to further deanonymize the data and highlighted 
locations that vehicles were clustering frequently.  









Observations

Provincial Retail Uplifts April to May
• Eastern Cape 57%
• Free State 74%
• Gauteng 78%
• KwaZulu-Natal 65%
• Limpopo 59%
• Mpumalanga 80%
• Northern Cape 103%
• North West Province  76%
• Western Cape 96%

Provincial Retail Uplifts May to June
• Eastern Cape 33%
• Free State 33%
• Gauteng 38%
• KwaZulu-Natal 32%
• Limpopo 42%
• Mpumalanga 39%
• Northern Cape 35%
• North West Province 41%
• Western Cape 43%

Conclusions
• April to May possibly showed signs of lock down 

restrictions reductions and more retail visits. 
• The pent up demand and possible improved availability of 

stock (post the panic buy behaviour at the start of 
lockdown

• June is showing slowdown in busyness or slower increase 
in number of trips to retail stores. This is possibly a sign of 
people returning to normal buying but could also be a 
sign of caution and restraint due to the economy

• Nationally convenience stores/smaller store sizes are 
seen to be consistently busy through all lock down 
periods. 

• It would appear that most people were shopping at 
stores closer to home

• Its possible that July (possible L2) may show further 
slowdown in busyness



Observations

Provincial Retail Groups – Busy Times
• Eastern Cape 

• Peak shopping times : Noon to 1400
• Free State 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon & 1400-1600
• Gauteng 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon 
• KwaZulu-Natal 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon
• Limpopo 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon
• Mpumalanga 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon
• Northern Cape 

• Peak shopping times : 8am to 10am
• North West Province 

• Peak shopping times : Noon to 1400
• Western Cape 

• Peak shopping times : 10am to Noon

Conclusions
• Busy times have shifted from L4 to L3 with each province 

and retail brand experiencing variability.
• There is a consistent steep reduction in late 

afternoon/early evening shopping nationally, and this is 
most likely related to persistent behaviour change due to 
the curfew periods from L4.


